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Letter toTHE TRADE

S

PRING IS OFFICIALLY HERE, AND I CAN’T THINK OF ANY
other time in all my years working in this business when
the season’s themes of rebirth and renewal were more
relevant. So many of our on-premise customers who went
through a winter hibernation are beginning to emerge and
prepare for a season that will have more favorable outdoor
dining weather, fewer dining restrictions, and a higher number
of diners themselves, many of whom are already vaccinated
or on their way to becoming vaccinated. While the on-premise
is preparing by cleaning their lines, setting up outdoor seating areas, and
onboarding staff, there is much work to be done in the off-premise as well.
Now is the time for retailers to assess their stores to see how they can
maximize space and encourage flow to improve their customers’ shopping
experience. That is the topic of our cover story, COVID Cleanup, as well as
the Burke News section where we highlight Constellation Brands’ ShoppersFirst system. Your Burke sales representative and our Cooler Manager can work
with you to use these concepts of Space, Assortment, and Flow to update the
physical layout of your store and better optimize cooler and shelf space.
I always look forward to seeing the new products and packages our supplier
partners release for summer, and this year does not disappoint! First off, I
am very pleased that Burke is one of three wholesalers in the Northeast to
debut Topo Chico Hard Seltzer. Topo Chico is a legendary sparkling mineral
water brand from Mexico that’s been in business since 1895. This is their
first foray into the alcoholic segment, and I think it’s a unique and exciting
addition to our already stellar seltzer portfolio. I am also excited about new
products like Corona Hard Seltzer Limonada and White Claw Hard Seltzer Iced
Tea. These new products are examples of how even though it is so new, the
seltzer category is already innovating and segmenting. In this issue, we touch
on that growing phenomenon in What’s Next for “Beyond Beer”, which
discusses many of the selections we carry excluding traditional beer. We also
talk innovation in the article Give the People What They Want, which covers
all the great things Jim Koch and Sam Calagione have in the pipeline.
I’d like to also take this opportunity to introduce our new COO, Paul Schmitt.
Paul came to us from a large wholesaler in Northern California, originally hails
from Long Island, and has been in the beverage business his entire career. We
are looking forward to him lending his knowledge and experience to help us
become an even better organization. Burke has been doing this for eighty-six
years but there are always new things to learn and ways to improve. Bringing
Paul on board will help implement systems that will ensure our business is
healthy enough to continue to serve our customers for another eighty-six years.
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The Burke Family and its employees wish you all a safe, healthy, and
profitable summer!
Sláinte,

Bill
Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Burke Distributing Corporation.
Follow @burkedist

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Burke People Get The Job Done
Mark Doogue
Import Brand Manager

How long have you been with Burke and what positions have you
held? I’ve been full-time at Burke for 28 years. I started as a parttime summer merchandiser, then went full-time, and got a sales route
in 1994. In 2000 I became an on-premise supervisor and was then
promoted to on-premise sales manager in 2008. When Burke took on
the Constellation brands in 2015 I transitioned to my current position,
Import Brand Manager.
What are some of the brands you represent? My largest two
suppliers are Constellation (Corona/Modelo/Pacifico) and Diageo
(Guinness/Smithwick’s/Smirnoff Ice). I also manage FIFCO (Seagram’s/
Genesee/Labatt), U.S. Beverage (Dragon Stout/Moosehead/Estrella),
Paulaner, Asahi, Warsteiner and Newcastle. I’m responsible for just over
2,000,000 cases per year.
What do you like most about your job? I really like the analytical side
of the brand manager role. Figuring out ways to hit the dozens of goals
each supplier tasks us with annually is a challenge. There are four brand
managers, each with several objectives per supplier monthly, which
means we ask a lot of our sales team. It takes more work than you
might think to successfully turn complicated quarterly business objectives
into manageable monthly goals.
What do you like to do when you’re not working? I usually pick up a
new hobby every year and do my best to learn as much as possible. In
2020 it was sports photography and video plus a bunch of editing using

specialized software. I also spend a lot
of time doing things with my younger son
because he’ll be heading off to college next
year. Family is important to me, so I try to
prioritize them as much as possible.
If you could be anywhere, drinking any
beer, where would you be and what beer
would you have in your hand? I’d be
standing at the windows of the Gravity Bar
on top of the Guinness Brewery in Ireland,
staring out over the city of Dublin and drinking
the freshest pint of Guinness on the planet.

Mark Lamoureaux
Off-Premise Sales Representative

How did you get into the business? I got started at Burke in 2008
with an off-premise route on the South Shore. I was blessed to have
the late Jerry Moore as my supervisor, he taught me so much and was
just such a caring person with unmatched integrity. To this day he is like
my Obi Wan Kenobi whenever I need help and a voice of reason. I was
devastated when he unexpectedly passed but the lessons he taught me
will stick with me forever.
If you could be anywhere, drinking any beer, where would you be
and what beer would be in your hand? Someday I’d love to travel to
Munich to experience Oktoberfest. I’m a huge fan of Paulaner, I’d have
one of their tent beers in my hand for as long as I could hang. I can say
that I’ve checked drinking a red label Peroni in the Roman Coliseum off
my bucket list, though. That was an amazing experience.
Which co-worker would you want by your side during a Zombie
Apocalypse and why? There are a lot of good candidates but I’m going
to have to go with Jason Robbins who runs our point of sale command
center in the warehouse. Jason fends off zombies on a daily basis,
me included, and he is very intelligent, patient, adaptive, and calm
under pressure. Plus, if we were holed up in the warehouse we would
have access to a kitchen, a bathroom, clothing, plenty of cardboard

for barricades, and some beer samples
to help us pass the time before the
zombies arrived.
What do you like most about your job?
Definitely the people. My customers are
the best and I am so proud to be given
the opportunity to service their stores. I
also have an outstanding supervisor and
incredibly helpful merchandisers. We are
constantly on the move and juggling tasks,
but together as a team we always find a
way to get the job done.
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CoverSTORY
COVID Cleanup
It’s time to sweep away the pandemic blues – and maximize profits – with a store-wide rejuvenation

Y

ou walk into someone else’s beer store. Enter the first cramped, deadend aisle and crane your neck, scanning the hodge-podge of styles and
brands for the beers you want – no luck. You keep searching, finally
finding a West Coast IPA you like tucked in a corner of a cooler door full of
pastry stouts. Some cases of hard seltzer sit in a nearby corner, and you think
about getting some, but the seltzer is warm and there’s no listed price. You
decide to grab a case of your go-to light lager instead… but it’s nowhere to
be found, despite being one of the biggest brands in the market. You ask the
shadowy figure behind the register if there’s any in the back, and they cackle.
“We haven’t carried that in over 50 years!”
You scream in horror.
Then you wake up and breathe a sigh of relief. What a nightmare! But
at least you know your store could never look like that. Those mistakes,
from over-stocking niche craft beer at the expense of big beer brands
to creating a confusing maze of aisles, would lose you customers
and profits.
When you enter your store the next morning, though, you see things with
fresh eyes. The pandemic has forced you to put off plenty of updates
and resets, and the store isn’t anything like your nightmare, but… It
could use a little spring cleaning.
Luckily, your friendly Burke sales rep has just stopped by, and they’re
happy to help you troubleshoot and figure out what changes are best for
your store.

Identifying Problem Areas
Every store in every neighborhood has different customer bases, SKU
priorities and goals, so there isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach – knowing
what’s an important point of difference that brings customers in, and
what’s a problem that sends them away, can be challenging. That’s why
your sales rep can be your most important ally during a reset.
“[What’s most] important is to ensure our retailers are carrying the
products that their customers are looking for,” says Steve Shaughnessy,
Director of Marketing for Burke Distributing. “We utilize sales data,
consumer data and profit margins to determine which items are the best
fit for a particular retailer.”
To better understand what your store does well and what could use an
upgrade, your rep suggests surveying your current layout to take stock of
several target sets: cooler, warm beer, craft, FMBs, hard tea, hard seltzer
and non-alcoholic.
“After we do the survey, we develop a proposal to present to the retailer
to maximize profit and shoppability with a new store/cooler layout
that highlights those categories,” explains Burke Sales Manager Mark
Vasconcelos. “We might target all of the categories, just a few or even
just one, depending on the store’s current layout.”

2
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You know your customers and your store’s
strong points best, but with these planning
tools, your sales rep can help translate
and refine your knowledge into a store plan
specific to your needs.

Planning Process
Let’s say that the survey reveals three
areas where your store isn’t reaching its
full potential: beyond beer SKUs, singleserve placement and overall flow. First is
beyond beer: making space for hard seltzer,
but also FMBs, hard teas & kombuchas
and NA is important as demand for the
category surges.
“Hard seltzers and hard tea particularly
have strong consumer demand,” says
Vasconcelos. “Four of Burke’s top five
growth brands last year came from White
Claw, Truly, Twisted Tea and Corona Seltzer.”
Demand for beyond beer is growing at a
rate that isn’t always reflected in coolers,
so the team may suggest that you bring
in more beyond beer SKUs and give them
priority over slower-moving SKUs.
“Many retailers still haven’t dedicated
enough floor/cooler space for the beyond
beer category,” says Tim McCarthy,
Off-Premise District Manager. “We try
to engrain the philosophy that these
products are the future of the malt
beverage industry.”
Next is single-serve placement. The
importance of this package cannot be
overstated. Single-serve products are
zooming up the charts, with 24 oz. cans
ranking as one of the most popular
packages nationally.
“In many accounts, single-serve coolers
have become much more prominent,”
says Shaughnessy. “This gives the retailer
opportunity to sell more variety to their
customers and also encourages trial of
new items. With the ability to purchase in
smaller quantities, we find that consumers
are trying more new things.”
If the product is important, then putting
it in the right place is also key. Burke
recommends that single-serve products

CoverSTORY
lead off sets, with like segments grouped
together and the most profitable SKUs placed
at eye-level. And in the cooler, this category
warrants three to four doors, if possible.
Last up is the big one: flow. Suppliers
constantly research flow and how customers
shop for beer. Most make that information
available to retailers to help maximize
profitability and increase traffic flow. It’s rare
to see a store with a flow that’s completely
incorrect, but adjustments – especially as
new categories gain importance – can be
warranted, even for stores that keep up with
customer insights.
With flow, it’s important to mimic how
customers think about beer. Moving from
high-end to low-end, anchoring categories
with key brands and directing shoppers
toward the cooler with the direction of your
aisles all help the flow of your store, and all
increase the potential of turning shoppers into
buyers. Flow is a tricky one, and a little too
complicated to discuss in detail here, but rest
assured that your sales rep has the insights
you need to optimize flow for your store.

Executing Changes
Over a few weeks, you decide what steps
you want to take and agree that upgrading
before summer arrives is a good idea. So,
what’s next?
“A store overhaul or reset is a process that
involves planning with our retailers, internal
teams and suppliers,” says McCarthy.
“Typically, this all starts with an updated
planogram including any new or discontinued
items. Multiple wholesalers provide their input
and suggestions and ultimately, the retailer
determines which brands get space and how
much. Once it’s time to reset, we typically
have a team of two to three people complete
the overhaul.”
While McCarthy notes that while the process
can be time-consuming (and, if he’s being
honest, tedious), ultimately, it’s rewarding for
both you and your customers. They can easily
find what they need and want, including
products they may not have noticed before.
Meanwhile, you reap the financial benefit –
and make your sales rep happy! That’s a winwin-win if we’ve ever seen one… And couldn’t
we all use a win these days?

3 Keys to Maximizing Profits
The average beer shelf doesn’t always work for
shoppers – and the industry is missing sales
opportunities and losing money because of it. While
there is no perfect, one-size-fits-all shelf set for
beer stores, there are three main ideas that help to
increase customer satisfaction and maximize profits.
Flow: Flow refers to the natural movement from
category to category within an aisle or cooler, or
from one aisle to the next. Things like dead end
aisles and inconsistent shelf placement impede flow,
while brand blocking and moving from high-end to
low-end aid flow. Setting shelves to replicate the
way shoppers think about the category makes it
easier and faster for them to shop and yields 10%
dollar growth from increases in conversions, tradeups and additional purchases.
Space: Whether it’s utilizing case stackers and swag
displays from suppliers to draw attention to key
products, allotting enough shelf space for growing
categories or substituting appropriate SKUs for outof-stock items, maximizing space is key for beer
stores large and small. Allocating space based
on future opportunities, not just past trends,
gets ahead of what shoppers will want and where
growth potential exists and can yield 8% growth from
increased space dedicated to the high-end.
Assortment: Assortment is just what it sounds like
– what products you carry. But with an increasing
number of SKUs in beer, it’s important to be
selective. Cutting 20% of SKUs from a category
sees virtually no negative impact, but can yield 5%
growth from increases in shopper trade‑ups.

“A store overhaul or reset is a process
that involves planning with our retailers,
internal teams and suppliers.”
– Steve Shaughnessy, Burke Distributing
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Beyond BEER
What’s Next for “Beyond Beer”?
The eclectic category has been on a tear the last three years. Can
we expect growth to continue in 2021? Yes!

O

VER THE LAST FEW YEARS, BEYOND BEER, THE AMALGAMATION
of a beer category that includes hard seltzer, tea, coffee, kombucha
and ready-to-drink cocktails, has been the most innovative,
profitable and exciting space in beer. While traditional beer saw modest
growth in 2020, the beyond beer category grew 130% in the offpremise and now commands a 10% share of the beer category.

The Next Big Bets for
Beyond Beer
Truly Iced Tea Hard Seltzer
After only a few weeks in the market, Truly Iced Tea Hard Seltzer
shot to the #5 best-selling SKU in the hard seltzer segment.

If there is any doubt that consumers are consistently turning to the
beyond beer category, consider this: Boston Beer’s big hard seltzer
bet of 2021, Truly Iced Tea Hard Seltzer, became the #5 hard
seltzer SKU in only a matter of weeks! In today’s beer landscape,
that’s something you’ll only see happen in beyond beer.
While this category covers a diverse range of beverage types, it won’t be
a surprise to anyone that the lion’s share of growth in the category is
due to hard seltzer’s three-year reign as the hottest beverage of choice.
What’s next for hard seltzer in 2021? Expect more craft breweries to
get in on the craze – smart retailers should keep their eye on the ball
by dedicating enough shelf and cooler space for their best-selling seltzer
brands. In 2021, the top 10 hard seltzer brands (with White Claw and
Truly at the #1 & #2 spots) are still projected to make up 96% of the
dollar share in hard seltzers. The 12-pack will continue to reign supreme,
making up 75% of dollar share in hard seltzer package sizes. In terms of
flavor options, 61% of sales will come from variety packs.
If Truly Iced Tea’s fast start is any indication, hard tea is the next
big segment in beyond beer. Currently sitting at about a 1% share
of beer, hard teas have started 2021 hot out of the gate, trending up
49.7%. The secret to hard tea in 2021 is that it’s still largely a one-player
segment (especially in the Boston region) with Twisted Tea. With a proven
track record, quality, flavor and availability, Twisted Tea wins the day.
Hard seltzer leader White Claw has an iced tea line extension of
their own on the way, expected this April. The mixed pack will include
four flavors of sparking tea, all with a hint of fruit: Lemon, Mango,
Raspberry and Peach. Both Truly and White Claw’s entrance into the
hard seltzer iced tea category is a big opportunity to retailers, as non-alc
iced teas are already a $9 billion category, one of the fastest growing
segments in the market.
Non-alc beer is also poised to have another banner year. In 2020, nonalc growth out-paced almost every other beer category at nearly 40%.
With brands like Heineken 0.0 leading the way, many of the largest
non-alc brands saw double and triple-digit growth in 2020. Another
surprise here is that even many long standing, traditional non-alc brands
(like Kaliber) are experiencing growth. As with hard seltzers, expect this
space to become more crowded. The door is open for craft brands like
Sam Adams and Dogfish Head to make a splash with their non-alcs:
Sam Adams Just the Haze and DFH Lemon Quest.
The beyond beer category is firing on all cylinders, and smart retailers will
strike while the iron is hot. Studies show that beyond beer consumers
by nature are seeking variety, so the more options retailers offer their
customers, the more likely this category’s fervent growth will continue.
4
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Vizzy Variety Pack #2
Vizzy Hard Seltzer is no ordinary hard seltzer – it is the only
hard seltzer made with Antioxidant Vitamin C from superfruit
Acerola Cherry.

Corona Refresca Más
Available in Mango Citrus, Corona
Refresca Más is a flavorful, tropical
cocktail from Mexico. At 8% ABV, it
offers bursts of tropical fruit flavor for a
delicious taste experience.

White Claw Hard Seltzer Iced Tea
Variety Pack
This new line extension is a White-Claw-twist on a $9 billion
category and one of the fastest growing beverage segments:
Iced tea.

Bookshelf
How To Drink Like A Writer: Recipes for the Cocktails and Libations
that Inspired 100 Literary Greats
From Apollo Publishers, with Writing by Margaret Kaplan
Some of the most celebrated writers
are united by their love of a good
drink. Charles Dickens celebrated the
early days of the American cocktail
scene – including the now extinct
“timber doodle” cocktail – in his work
and in his life. In his wilder days, F.
Scott Fitzgerald was a fan of anything
gin-based, while his wife, Zelda (ever
the Southern debutante), preferred
a vodka lemonade. Hemingway
famously indulged in everything
from lightly sweetened daiquiris to
the dramatically named Death in
the Afternoon, a champagne and
absinthe cocktail inspired by his time
in Paris.
In How To Drink Like A Writer:
Recipes for the Cocktails and
Libations that Inspired 100 Literary
Greats, readers can learn how to mix
up cocktails favored by their literary
heroes, from William Shakespeare
to Roxanne Gay. And while some
recipes, like James Joyce’s Dublin
Coffee or Jack Kerouac’s Margarita,
are, at most, inspired by the lives of
their namesakes, others are ripped
directly from the author’s work or
personal writings. The recipe for
Ian Fleming’s Vesper Martini, for
example, comes directly from the

pages of the 1953 Bond novel
Casino Royale, and Nora Ephron’s
Kir is the same black currant and
white wine aperitif that the writer
and filmmaker favored (served with
a side of ice). And in the sole nonalcoholic entry in the book, readers
can learn how to brew the perfect
cup of tea with advice directly from
George Orwell and his 1946 essay,
“A Nice Cup of Tea” (Orwell favored
tea or a friendly pub and a pint of
mild over the cocktail scene, in true
English fashion).

Cocktail, a refreshing gin and
pineapple drink popular during the
Harlem Renaissance.
And if, like many literary greats before
them, readers find themselves with a
dastardly hangover after an evening
of experimenting, How To Drink Like
A Writer helpfully provides a list of
literary hangover cures, including the
recommendation of P.G. Wodehouse’s
consummate butler, Jeeves, who
suggests Worcestershire sauce, raw
egg and red pepper whisked together.
Your results may vary.

How to Drink Like A Writer offers
more than recipes, however. The
book provides historical context for
the authors and cocktails profiled
within, whether in the form of brief
biographies or explanations of the
cultural zeitgeist in which the writers
operated. Famed institutions where
these literary movers-and-shakers
met and discussed ideas (like the
beatnik-beloved Vesuvio Café)
receive features alongside recipes
for cocktails developed for their
patrons. Check out the Algonquin,
a rye and vermouth cocktail mixed
up for members of The Algonquin
Round Table like Dorothy Parker
and Robert Benchley, or the Harlem
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Feature
Give the People What They Want

I

n 2019, Boston Beer Co. and Dogfish Head united in a historic merger that
shocked the beer world. Some said it marked the end of craft beer. They
couldn’t have been more wrong...

It’s been two years since the Boston Beer Co. (BBC) and Dogfish
Head (DFH) merger, and we are happy to announce that not only is
craft beer alive and well (despite the pandemic’s best efforts), BBC
and DFH remain at the top of their game, producing consistently highquality brews far ahead of the innovation curve. In fact, BBC just posted
incredible Q4 numbers, growing 53% from the fourth quarter of 2019.
Some might be surprised by their success, but they shouldn’t be. BBC
and DFH have always had a knack for knowing what consumers want
– even when the consumers didn’t know it themselves. From fielding a
portfolio that fits every consumer’s needs, to brewing up the next big
things in beer (and beyond), Jim Koch and Sam Calagione are out to
give people the best versions of what they want.

BBC CEO Dave Burwick with Jim Koch and Sam Calagione

Innovation vs. Consistent Core Products
Finding the sweet spot between core
products and the drive to innovate isn’t
easy, but BBC has that figured out too.
In addition to implementing DFH’s famous
“Beer Exploration Journal” (a questionnaire
that lets visitors to their tasting rooms
give immediate feedback on new beers),
Calagione says that BBC’s structure allows
everyone involved to take chances.

Truly Lemonade shot to about a 9 share of hard seltzer in its first
year on the market and remains the #3 SKU in hard seltzer
Boston Beer Co., the #2 craft brewery by volume in the U.S., can claim plenty of winners. They have the #1 craft
lager & #1 craft seasonal with Samuel Adams, #1 sour beer & #1 low-cal IPA with Dogfish Head, #1 hard cider
in Angry Orchard, #1 hard iced tea with Twisted Tea and the #1 hard lemonade seltzer with Truly.

A Winning Portfolio
Koch and Calagione have been at the forefront of the craft movement
for decades, united by their devotion to craft long before their breweries
merged. The pair come from different brewing backgrounds – traditional
lagers vs. off-the-wall ales – but that’s what makes their partnership
great, and as complementary as their combined portfolio.
And what a portfolio it is. Samuel Adams. Dogfish Head. Angry Orchard.
Twisted Tea. Truly Hard Seltzer. All household names (especially in the
Northeast) synonymous with quality and consistency. The new BBC has
something for every LDA consumer to enjoy, whether they’re looking for
a gluten-free option, a BFY IPA, something to get the party started or a
classic craft lager – you can bet that it’s a best-in-class option.
Making so many different kinds of beverage alcohol might seem like a
negative, but the team at BBC knows their broad range of products is a
major plus. By establishing firm footholds in so many segments, BBC is
in an almost unique position to adapt to changing consumer preferences.
6
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“Our company is actually more
risk-excited than risk-averse,”
he told VinePair. “I think it’s in
part because we have resources
and 10 different retail locations,
so our big breweries can be…
making the Monets and the
Renoirs while our little, tiny
10-barrel systems… can be
throwing s*** at the wall and
Jackson Pollocking on a small
stage. So, we try to embrace
risk as aggressively as
possible, but do it on a small
scale, so it’s manageable.”

Hazy? Check. BFY? You
know it. Oat milk? Of
course! Hazy-O! has four
types of oats, including
oat milk, for a 7.1% ABV
powerhouse that drinks like
a super-smooth sipper.

Some of those risks have paid off big,
like last year’s blockbuster hit, Truly
Lemonade, or DFH’s BFY, oat milk-infused
Hazy-O!, which went from a Rehoboth
Beach brewhouse experiment to a yearround release in record time. BBC’s CEO,

Feature
Dave Burwick, explained to Beer Business
Daily that the company’s innovation
strategy for 2021 will follow the same
pattern of line extensions that are exciting
to consumers, but build the core.
“As you look at what’s happened with
COVID, the number of SKUs have been
reduced,” says Burwick. “People are still
really gravitating toward brands they know
and trust. …It’s all about taking the core
equities of the brands and making them
stronger through innovation.”
Luckily, BBC has their founders on their
side. Koch and Calagione excel at finding
the slivers of “white space” in the market
and filling them with top-notch products.
“Innovation has been in the DNA of BBC
since we helped launch the craft beer
revolution,” Koch told the Beer Industry
Summit earlier this year. “…And I happen
to believe that a founder-led company can
drive innovation in a more successful way.”
If BBC’s 2021 schedule is
any indicator, Koch is right
on the money. We’ve already
seen the launch of several
of the company’s big plays
for the year, like Truly Iced
Tea Hard Seltzer, Samuel
Adams Wicked Hazy &
Sam Adams captured Wicked Easy, as well as two
national attention in new, long-requested Angry
February with a Big Orchard flavors (Peach Mango
Game ad featuring Your and Strawberry). And a new
Cousin From Boston, a Twisted Tea flavor, Twisted
certain team of draught
Tea Slightly Sweet, is in the
horses and their new
hazy IPA, Wicked Hazy. works, in addition to a new
formulation for Boston Lager.
BBC also recently announced an exciting
new innovation: Truly Punch Hard Seltzer,
available in a variety pack of four flavors:
Fruit, Tropical, Berry and Citrus. And don’t
forget the two new non-alc offerings Dogfish
Head Lemon Quest and Samuel Adams
Just the Haze, which are poised to take
the burgeoning NA market by storm.

Hard Tea for the (MA) People
Hard tea was the fastest growing FMB style in 2019, with
over 1 million buying households, and Twisted Tea (#1
selling brand with 93% market share) had the 3rd fastest
sales velocity of progressive adult beverages, behind only
White Claw and Truly. It’s safe to say that the people want
hard tea – especially in our market, where Twisted Tea
grew 25% in 2020 – and BBC is pulling out all the stops
to bring it to them in 2021.

Twisted Tea Slightly Sweet The clue
is in the name. At 5% ABV, Twisted
Tea Slightly Sweet contains half the
sugar but all the “twisted” of Twisted
Tea Original. Launching later this year,
Twisted Tea Slightly Sweet is sure to
clean up in MA.

Twisted Tea Draught Though the
pandemic hampered the launch of Twisted
Tea Draught last year, BBC has brought
this sure-fire hit back in 2021. The
smooth and refreshing taste of Twisted
Tea Original, made with real brewed tea
and a twist of lemon, is now available
on draught. Recommended serving is
over ice (preferably in a mason jar) with
a lemon wedge garnish, for a crisp and
delicious taste.

Truly Iced Tea Truly Iced Tea Hard Seltzer saw even
more early success than Truly Lemonade when it
launched earlier this year. The iced tea hard seltzer
has all the flavor of hard tea without the extra
calories and sugar, all in an eye-catching, gold slim
can, perfect for the tea-loving seltzer drinker. Each
flavor offers a hint of fruit and the refreshment of
real brewed iced tea with only 1 gram of sugar,
100 calories and 5% ABV.

“Innovation has been in the DNA
of BBC since we helped launch the
craft beer revolution.”
– Jim Koch
www.burkedist.com HeadyTimes v.17
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Greater Good Imperial Brewing Company

P

aul Wengender founded Greater Good Imperial Brewing Company in
January of 2015. The startup brewery was preceded by an academic
past that includes Recombinant Gene Technology (BS), Microbial
Genetics (MS), Entrepreneurship & Finance (MBA), and a 20-year career
of building and leading production (fermentation) labs in researchbased drug discovery. Paul founded and ran a contract fermentation
lab (Blue Sky [now Lake Pharma]) for biopharma companies including
the likes of Pfizer, AstraZeneca & Abbott. Accordingly, it’s fair to state
that R&D, fermentation biology, manufacturing, and start-ups are in
Paul’s “DNA.” His background included all the necessary “transferable
skill sets” to build a lineup of brews that range from 8% - 12% under
the name Greater Good: America’s First All-Imperial Brewing Company.
Addressing The “Pain Point” With High ABV Beers
Paul set out in 2006 to solve the “boozy burn” problem. He had always
searched for big ABV beers, but the existing commercial products lacked
ample flavor to support the high ABV and left an unpleasant boozy highalcohol burn on the palate. Without a satisfying product in the market,
he took matters into his own hands and started researching and brewing
his own versions of high-octane yet smooth-drinking IPAs, porters, stouts,
and ales at his home in Massachusetts. From 2010 - 2015 the recipes
that led to Greylock, Good Night Moon, Citra, Helena, V, and PULP were
all born and consumed regularly with friends and family.
Hobby or Company?
By 2015, Paul decided to form the company and test the uncommon
liquids in Western MA. The Market would answer the question on
whether a suite of all-imperial brews could be an actual company or
whether it was a simple hobby. The initial product line was met with
immediate success – the Company is born – and over the following
18 months demand spread east and west from the company’s home
in Worcester. In 2017, Wengender and his team rehabbed a 60-yearold food storage warehouse into a state-of-the-art brewing
facility with 15,000bbl/year capacity and housing the largest
brewery taproom in Worcester. Today GG has over 30
employees at its Worcester location.
Award-Winning Lineup of Products
Today, GG is highly distinguished for its craft brewing
excellence in producing beers that range from 8% - 12% and
burst with flavor and drink smooth – without the boozy burn.
GG produces a broad range of over 30 beer styles at its Pub
Brewery in Worcester, MA but the most notable in the trades
are award-winning IPAs such as PULP DADDY, which was
crowned Tastiest IPA in MA in a 2019 statewide 64-brewery
blind taste test and followed up with the silver medal in 2020.
Shine On IPA held its own at GABF in Denver 2019,
advancing to the Medal Round (Top Ten) in a field of over
300 entrants in the Juicy IPA Category.
8
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These awards are
particularly important
because they are
“hype free,” 100%
blind taste tests!
Furthermore,
Greater Good boasts
an elite Untappd beer rating
average of over 4.0.
Why “Greater Good” And Why
The Moose Skull?
Greater Good was founded
on two ideals: magnitude and
permanence. While the corporate
missions for community outreach
and social connection certainly
align with the name “greater
good,” the team likes to remind
beer lovers of the company’s roots
in meticulous recipe development
and standard of excellence – they
use greater ingredients to produce
greater beer! Paul Wengender
chose the largest terrestrial
mammal in its native region for
many centuries, The Moose, to
represent the brand and further
convey the message of both
magnitude and permanence.

RethinkingRETAIL
Hard Cider: The Other FMB
Thanks to a spate of new fruity flavors, this category grew over 12% during the pandemic. Light,
refreshing and low in alcohol, this innovative RTD beverage – no bartender required – succeeds with
men & women of all ages. So how do you like dem apples?

Y

ou know what they say about
pork. It’s the “other” white
meat. In an era dominated
by hard seltzers, hard cider is the
other FMB – and it’s one that your
customers will want as the weather
improves and COVID restrictions
ease. It’s perfect for summertime
sipping when everyone wants to
beat the heat. There’s nothing like
a warm, sunny day to drive demand
for fruity drinks into overdrive
because hard cider isn’t just about
apples anymore.
“Hard cider was a real success story
in 2020,” explained Cara Tunney,
Business Manager for the Vermont
Hard Cider Company, owner of
Woodchuck and Magners hard ciders
among others. “Both national and
local brands gained traction, which
makes sense to me since today’s
cider drinkers are a very diverse lot.
It attracts consumers who identify
as wine & spirits drinkers and has

gender-neutral appeal. The typical
ABV is in the four to five percent
range, giving hard cider a toehold
in the BFY segment. And it’s
gluten‑free.”
Flavor is a key driver of category
growth. In his March newsletter, beer
consultant Bump Williams attributed
most, if not all, of hard cider’s growth
to the array of new flavors offered.
Vermont Hard Cider’s Tunney couldn’t
agree more. “It’s not just a matter of
sweet versus dry cider when it comes
to flavor. Woodchuck’s fruit flavors
are rockin’. For those looking for
something that’s more like wine or a
mixed drink, we offer Sangria, Bubbly
Pearsecco and Mimosa flavors.
And for those who want a more
traditional hard cider option, Magners
Original, Berry and Pear Irish ciders
fit the bill. There really is something
for everyone. And there’s more in
the pipeline.”

Woodchuck Hard Cider
100 Variety Pack

Angry Orchard Peach Mango
Hard Fruit Cider

This variety of 100 calorie ciders
includes Black Cherry, Cranberry
Lime, Watermelon and Citrus
flavors in a convenient 12-pack of
cans. Sales of canned ciders are up
37% due to new, fruit flavors.

This hard cider offers the crisp,
fresh apple flavor you expect from
Angry Orchard combined with the
ripe, vibrant flavors from peach and
mango for a bright juiciness.

Consumer preferences
have changed, but not
all shelf sets or cooler
door offerings have
kept pace with those
changes. National
and local hard ciders
are in demand. These
margin-friendly FMBs
are options your
customers will buy if
they can find them.

City Roots Summer Spritz
City Roots Cider Spritz takes bubbly
Brut cider and a splash of soda water
and combines it with ginger and
lemongrass for an extra kick.
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IndustrySPOTLIGHT
Damian Costa
Constellation Brands
Can you tell us how you got in the beer business? I worked in
mutual funds/insurance but I didn’t like being at a desk all day, so I
picked up a part time job at a liquor store in Reading. The owner passed
away and the sons asked me to run the store, so I went from a clerk
to the manager. I got to know suppliers and sales reps and eventually
that led to me starting at Miller Brewing Company as a retail/execution
specialist in 2005. I was with Miller for two years, then I transitioned to
working for Woodchuck as a district manager for six years. One day I got
a call from my old manager from Miller. He was working for Constellation
and encouraged me to also make the move over, and the rest is history.
I’ve been with Constellation for nine years now and my current role is
Market Development manager for Boston. I only have Burke, but Boston
is a huge market at almost two million cases.
What can retailers/consumers be excited about from Constellation
in 2021? We just recently launched our second seltzer SKU, Variety
Pack #2, that introduces some great new flavors. We’re already the #4
seltzer brand in the country with just one SKU so we’re excited to add to
that. Corona Refresca Variety 12 packs are also making a return. That
package had a successful launch in 2019 and after a short hiatus in
2020 we are excited to have it available full-time. We’re also doing a line
extension of Corona Refresca with Corona Refresca Más Mango, which
is a higher ABV version. Next on the horizon will be Corona Limonada, a
low-calorie, low-sugar hard seltzer made with fruit juice. In the fall we’re
going to be introducing Modelo Cantarito, a lager blended with fruit juice
that’s only 110 calories. Limonada and Cantarito are both first of their
kind paying honor to our brands’ Mexican heritage.
How did your focus shift during the 2020 shutdown? Constellation
did a great job from the beginning at encouraging us to focus on our
health and the health of our families. They also launched a COVID19 restaurant industry relief effort that raised $2.5 million for several
industry organizations. We also leaned into providing backup support
for our wholesalers, as they’re the ones who have been servicing the
accounts and doing the heavy lifting. There was also the labor shutdown
in Mexico for a while, so inventory became an issue and that was
something we were constantly working through.
What makes Constellation brands such a winning bet for the
grocery and off-premise? I think one of the reasons we’re positioned
so well is because of the focus we have on the consumer and our
brands. We have healthy, core brands in Corona and Modelo; a future
growth brand in Pacifico; and the new innovations we have coming down
the road. We’re not trying to reinvent the wheel and we pay attention to
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Damian Costa

the consumer. I also think the marketing for
our brands is best in class, we have very
strong and consistent brand identities.
What do you like best about working
for Constellation? It’s the brands and
the people. I know I’m repeating myself,
but I value the brands I sell and it’s a
great organization to work for. I like the
people I work with and there’s not a
lot of micromanaging, which is unusual
for a company of this size. With the
tremendous growth of our company, we
are constantly evolving and changing, and
I feel consistently challenged by my job.
I also love working in my home market
of Boston and with the Burke Team; I’ve
been calling on Burke in some capacity for
the past 15 years, so I’ve made a lot of
friendships there.

BurkeNEWS
The Shoppers-First Shelf

A

VAILABLE COLD BEER COOLERS ARE ONE OF THE
most important resources an off-premise retailer
can offer. In retail accounts, 94% of all beer is
sold cold and 50% of sales are done on the weekends.
Balancing those coolers between the right flow of the
shelves, allocating the right space to the right brands,
and having the right assortment of SKU’s are key to a
store’s success. One approach to achieving that cooler
success is called Shoppers-First and it is a consumerfocused mentality from one of our supplier partners,
Constellation Brands. In the Burke market, Constellation
Brands represents Corona family of brands, Modelo family
of brands, Pacifico and Victoria. We spoke with Burke’s
Cooler Manager, Jason Robbins, about the system.

What is the Shoppers-First Shelf Approach?
It helps to eliminate the consumers’ confusion with
anchor brands, ie Imports like Corona and Domestics such
as MolsonCoors or Budweiser. It is a way to organize the
retailer’s coolers using flow considerations, space growth
and assortment opportunities. The three actions according
to Constellation are Flow, Space, and Assortment.

Why should our customers use the ShoppersFirst approach? Because it’s working! In
2020 alone the accounts that have utilized the
Shoppers-First approach have seen amazing
results. They have increased space after the resets
from 7.5% to 9% while reducing assortment by
7%. Most importantly, those accounts’ sales grew
from 15.35 to 39.08%, an increase of 23.7%. The
need to allocate space properly to eliminate out of
stocks is essential in making these sales growths.
When did Burke start implementing ShoppersFirst? Is this concept brand new? No, Burke
has been using this approach for the past four
years in conjunction with the Constellation
team. Overall, each reset of the retailer to the
Shoppers-First approach has been a success.
Where is Shoppers-First working? All over our
territory, from suburban accounts to the inner
city. No matter where a retailer is located, the
preferences of today’s consumer has changed.
Most coolers have not kept up with those
changes and they are missing sales opportunities
because of it. We have seen this approach work
at every retail level.
Who is having success with Shoppers-First?
Large format retailers to small format retailers. Our
resets in 2020 alone spanned from 3-door coolers
all the way to a 26-door cooler and everything
in between. The need to simplify the shopper
experience while optimizing sales has been the right
approach no matter what size cooler it is.
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HopART
An Out of This World Brand Refresh Will Launch
UFO to New Heights

F

un. Engaging. Creative. If these aren’t the words that come to
mind when thinking of Mass Bay Brewing Co.’s UFO White, they
will be soon.

Since 1998, UFO has been a part of Harpoon Brewery’s portfolio,
but in 2016, these “UnFiltered Offerings” jumped ship to become
a separate brand. After several years, it was obvious that the
existing branding just wasn’t giving customers enough to get
excited about. So, the decision was made to refresh the packaging
to better showcase UFO as an independent craft beer brewed
with quality ingredients and to reflect the curiosity and exploration
behind these wheat beers.
What will change? Simply put, everything except the actual beer.
From the name (which is being updated to UFO Beer Company), to
the logo, to the architecture and illustration of the labels, this new
packaging tells a clearer and more compelling story about the beer.
Specifically, the folks at UFO decided to make a more conscious
connection with outer space and the connotation of the name UFO.
The clever execution gives the brand a fun, crafty look and feel that
is unique among the competition. Although spaceships and outer
space have been used in the branding before, both will be featured
more prominently on the refreshed packaging.

The UFO refresh signifies that
the brewery crafts innovative
and accessible beers with unique
combinations of ingredients
and flavors.

As for what this new design will convey to consumers, Mass.
Bay Brewing Co.’s Project and Brand Coordinator Sam Routhier
explains, “It has always been important to us that UFO beers
communicate approachability to consumers, but with this redesign
we want quality to be just as apparent. For UFO White, that
means calling out that it is brewed with orange peel exclusively
sourced from California, and freshly ground coriander. It was also
key for us to use packaging to tell more of a story, placing you
in the night sky with a UFO and showing consumers the brand’s
personality and adventurous spirit.”
In trials, the new packaging elicited strong purchase intent among
UFO and non-UFO drinkers alike. Research also indicated significant
preference for the new design versus the old. Consumers have
shown strong positive reactions to the space direction, noting that
it’s unique, interesting, engaging, fun and ownable.
Although UFO White is the first to receive the fresh look, this
spring, the entire lineup of UFO beers, including Light Force,
Maine Blueberry and Boarding Pass IPA, will debut new
packaging, along with seasonal releases like Georgia Peach,
Big Squeeze, Pumpkin and Winter Blonde.

UFO White’s new packaging will tell more of a story, placing
drinkers in the night sky with a UFO and showing consumers the
brand’s personality and adventurous spirit.

“It has always been important to us that UFO beers communicate approachability to
consumers, but with this redesign we want quality to be just as apparent…”
– Project and Brand Coordinator Sam Routhier
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NewPRODUCTS
Corona Hard Seltzer Limonada
Variety Pack
Inspired by authentic Mexican
limonada recipes, Corona is
excited to debut the all-new
Corona Hard Seltzer Limonada
2/12 can Variety Pack. With
a splash of real lemon and
Mexican lime juice, Corona Hard
Seltzer Limonada is sweetened
with real cane sugar to deliver bright yet sessionable
flavor. Included in this mix pack are: Lemon Lime,
Strawberry, Watermelon and Grapefruit. Each
with only 100 calories, 3g carbs, 3g sugar and 4.5%
ABV. Developed for a quality drinking experience that
is rooted in real ingredients and authentic cultural
connection, Corona Hard Seltzer Limonada addresses
an unmet need within the hard seltzer category,
appealing to the discerning millennial and LDA Gen Z
consumer, while also breaking through with Hispanic
consumers. Availability: Year‑round, beginning in May

Topo Chico Hard Seltzer
Topo Chico mineral water is a
phenomenon – a brand that has
generated strong growth with a wide
variety of consumers over the course
of a century. The brand’s exciting
new project is Topo Chico Hard
Seltzer, the only hard seltzer inspired
by the legendary taste of Topo
Chico Mineral Water. The first major hard seltzer built on
legacy non-alc. brand, Topo Chico Hard Seltzer brings
familiar flavors with a twist, launching in a 12pk 4-flavor
variety pack with flavors like Lemon Lime (with a hint
of Tamarind), Strawberry Pineapple, Pineapple Twist,
and Tropical Mango. Topo Chico Hard Seltzer is 100
calories and 2g of sugar. ABV: 4.7% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now!

Modelo Chelada Piña Picante
Introducing Piña Picante, a michelada style
beer that brings to life the vibrant and
authentic flavors of Mexico. This fifth flavor
of the highly successful Modelo Chelada
franchise will optimize the lineup and
maximize consumer reach, by helping to
recruit new FMB drinkers into the Chelada
category. Piña Picante is brewed with beer
and the refreshing flavor of pineapple with
a dash of chili pepper to deliver a perfect
balance of fresh fruit flavor and a hint of
spice. ABV: 3.5% Package: 24 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in July

White Claw Hard Seltzer Surge
White Claw Hard Seltzer Surge is a blend of seltzer
water, a gluten-free alcohol base and a hint of fruit
flavor, complete with more bite than the original
White Claw portfolio we all know and love.

White Claw Hard Seltzer
Surge Blood Orange
As you take a sip of White Claw Hard Seltzer
Surge Blood Orange, a potent, unmistakable blood
orange taste bursts through, perfectly balanced
with the right acidity and a hint of sweetness.
Not overpowering, the new flavor is both tasteful
and mouth-watering, like that of a mixed drink
muddled with fresh blood orange. ABV: 8%
Package: 16 oz. cans only Availability: Now!

White Claw Hard Seltzer
Surge Cranberry
Complete with an authentic, tart cranberry flavor
thoughtfully paired with a hint of sweetness, White
Claw Hard Seltzer Surge Cranberry is true to hard
seltzers – subtle and does not overwhelm the
palate, even with 8% ABV! With just the right level
of carbonation, the new offering makes for a refreshing
alternative to mixed drinks, such as a vodka cranberry.
ABV: 8% Package: 16 oz. cans only Availability: Now!

White Claw Hard Seltzer
Iced Tea Variety Pack
Crafted with quality
ingredients, White Claw Hard
Seltzer Iced Tea is spiked
sparkling tea with a hint of
fruit, made using White Claw’s
gluten-free alcohol. Available
in a variety 12-pack including
four flavors – Lemon, Mango,
Raspberry and Peach – White Claw Hard Seltzer Iced
Tea contains 100 calories, 5% ABV and 1g sugar.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Truly Punch Hard Seltzer Mix
Bursting with juicy fruit flavors,
Truly Punch is all about big
flavor and big refreshment.
All flavors are 100 calories,
gluten-free, and 1g of sugar
and include Fruit Punch,
Berry Punch, Tropical Punch,
and Citrus Punch. ABV: 5%
Availability: May
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NewPRODUCTS
Vizzy Hard Seltzer Variety Pack 2
It’s never been easier
for shoppers to try
everything Vizzy Hard
Seltzer has to offer
and discover new, tasty
twists on seltzer in this
brand-new variety pack.
With flavors such as Papaya Passionfruit, Blackberry
Lemon, Watermelon Strawberry and Raspberry
Tangerine, there’s something for everyone to love. The
target research has showed that 77% of shoppers were
likely to purchase this variety pack because of the new
vibrant packaging. And since variety packs drive over
70% of hard seltzer volume, they’re sure to fly off the
shelves. Availability: Now, year‑round

Vizzy Lemonade Hard Seltzer
Variety Pack
The only thing better than
having it made in the
shade, drinking lemonade,
is when it’s Vizzy Lemonade
Hard Seltzer – especially
when it’s a multipack
with additional soonto-be-favorite varieties!
Vizzy Lemonade Hard Seltzer comes in four delicious,
refreshing flavors: Strawberry Lemonade, Peach
Lemonade, Raspberry Lemonade and Watermelon
Lemonade. Shoppers are already enjoying Vizzy’s
antioxidants and vitamin C, and they are sure to love
’em in lemonade. Availability: Now, year‑round

Pabst Hard Tea Seltzer Variety

A modern take on vino, MOVO Wine Spritzers are
made with wine, sparkling water, real fruit juice
and natural flavors. At 100 calories, with no added
sugar and a sessionable 5.5% ABV, MOVO Wine
Spritzers are a refreshing solution without the
guilt. Available in three gluten-free flavors, Peach
White Blend, Raspberry Rosé and Blood Orange
Sangria, MOVO is a lively take on wine that can be
enjoyed during any occasion.

MOVO Peach White Blend
Refreshingly crisp with a delicate sweet/
tart balance, Peach White Blend is
perfectly balanced with a touch of white
grape sweetness countered by a hint
of green apple-like acidity. ABV: 5.5%
Package: 8.4 oz. slim cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round

MOVO Raspberry Rosé
Rose petal pink in color, Raspberry Rosé
is dry and fruit-forward with a berry-like
tartness accented by a hint of sweetness.
It’s spritzy and light, with a brisk carbonation.
ABV: 5.5% Package: 8.4 oz. slim cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round

MOVO Wine Spritzers
Variety Pack

These 100-calorie, low
sugar, seltzer-like hard teas
have natural flavors and
4% ABV. The variety pack
includes: Peach, Lemon,
Pineapple Passionfruit
and Raspberry.
Availability: Now, year‑round

MOVO’s Wine Spritzers Variety Pack
includes all three MOVO flavors:
Peach White Blend, Raspberry
Rosé and Blood Orange Sangria.
Availability: Now, year‑round

Pabst Salted Caramel
Hard Coffee

New Smirnoff Ice Pink Lemonade taps into one
of the fastest growing flavor trends in adult
drinks, a refreshing combination of tart, juicy
lemon notes and sweet, red berries, for a flavor
you know and love. This carefully balanced
flavor blend is delicious enough to elevate
your most iconic moments of summer; for
when the sunsets are so good, they’re pink.
ABV: 4.5% Package: 11.2 oz. bottles only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

This sweet and creamy salted caramel
flavor hard coffee is made with
Arabica and Robusta coffee bean.
ABV: 5% Package: 11 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April
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Smirnoff Ice Pink Lemonade

NewPRODUCTS
Long Trail Juic’d Hazy IPA
Juic’d starts the party with heaps of hefty
hop character from a powerful punch of
Idaho 7, Galaxy, and Mosaic hops. This
combination of southern and northern
hemisphere drops mouthwatering notes of
citrus, stone fruit, orange, and tropical fruit
into this super smooth, hazy IPA. ABV: 6.5%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now!

NewPRODUCTS
Non-Alcoholic
BioSteel Sports Drink

Non-Alcoholic
Dogfish Head Lemon Quest
Lemon Quest is Dogfish Head’s new, nonalcoholic fruited wheat beer made with lemon
puree, blueberry juice, acai berries, monk fruit,
sea salt and special Hopsteiner Polyphenol-Rich
Hop Pellets. With just 90 calories per 12 oz.
can, Lemon Quest is a deliciously refreshing,
active lifestyle-oriented, non-alcoholic
alternative that boasts invigorating flavors of
bright-citrusy lemon, slightly sweet berries and
just a bit of salt. ABV: <0.5% Package: 12 oz. slim
cans only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in May

NewPACKAGES
A New Look for
UFO White & Light Force

Clean. Healthy. Hydration. Originally developed for
professional athletes, this low calorie, sugar-free sports
drink is made in the most natural way possible to keep
you hydrated throughout the day. Made from clean,
quality ingredients, BioSteel has essential electrolytes
and contains no artificial flavors or colors.
Benefits:
• Sugar-free
• Essential Electrolytes
• No Artificial Colors or Flavors
• Caffeine Free
• No Preservatives
• Gluten-free
• Keto Friendly
• Vegan Friedly
• Diabetic Friendly
Designed with sustainability in mind, their packaging is
eco-friendly and made from renewable sources, which
means it’s good for you and the environment. With
natural, best in class ingredients, it’s a must to fuel
an active lifestyle. BioSteel’s mission is to create the
healthiest and most trusted sports nutrition product
on the planet. Available flavors include: Mixed Berry,
Blue Raspberry, White Freeze, Peach Mango, and
Rainbow Twist. Availability: Now, year‑round

The flagship American white ale from UFO
Beer Company leads a lineup of brand
new, re-launched UFO packaging for 2021.
Crisp and refreshing, with notes of
citrus from California orange peel and a
satisfying hint of spice from fresh ground
coriander, UFO White continues to be a
signature craft endeavor.
Light and satisfying with a crisp citrus
zest, Light Force is already one of
UFO’s top beers after launching in
2020. New packaging for 2021
ties this 94-calorie white ale
closer to the UFO White brand
family and the UFO Beer Company
themes of space and exploration.
Availability: Now, year‑round

Shipyard FINDER Session IPA
FINDER is the result of
Shipyard’s ongoing search
for new and innovative ways
to brew the most flavorful
styles of beer. This crispy New
England Session IPA is slightly
hazy in appearance with a
bright body and lower ABV. It’s
brewed with low IBUs so the hops are apparent in the
nose, but the palate isn’t demolished with bitterness.
This juicy Session IPA has hints of citrus up front with a
smooth finish. All the great taste of the original FINDER
but far more sessionable. ABV: 4.3% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Year round, beginning in April
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NewPACKAGES
Blue Moon Mango Wheat
12 oz. Cans
With warmer weather comes
brighter beer, and Blue Moon
Mango Wheat is here to reclaim
the spotlight in can form! Now
available in 12 oz. cans which
will replace 12 oz. bottles, Mango
Wheat is crafted with mangos
and a hint of honey for a mild
sweetness and a bright orange color with cloudy wheat
haze. ABV: 5.4% Availability: Now, year‑round

Blue Moon Share Pack
Now Available in 2/12 Cans
Spring is finally here, and that
means warmer weather is right
around the corner. And no matter
what you’re getting up to, warmweather activities are better when
they’re shared with those you care
about. The same goes for good
beer – it’s always better when shared. Blue Moon is going
to make sure consumers have something special for
any taste. With Blue Moon Belgian White, Blue Moon
Mango Wheat and Blue Moon Honey Daze, it’s a
perfect way to showcase the craftmanship of Blue Moon
and bring some variety to any hangout. Availability: Now!

Sol Limited-Edition
Cinco Packaging
Cinco celebrations are best when they feel
authentic, and this year Sol is here to help
Share the Shine. Custom limited-edition
packaging, designed by famous Mexican artist Marka27, will
hit retail in April with full-fledged media/PR support to drive
traffic. The unique Marka27 artwork nods to Sol’s Mexican
heritage and will carry through to tools at POS, so they are
sure to stand out from the clutter. Availability: April

Miller Genuine Draft
Refreshed Packaging
Miller Genuine Draft is greeting 2021 with modern,
refreshed packaging. The new packaging outperforms
current packaging at 75% to 49% purchase intent in
market testing, so you know
it’ll be a winner. The brand
refresh also will include
OOH and POS to drive
awareness and help spike
demand. Availability: Now,
year‑round
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Hamm’s is Riding Their Retro
Fame into the Future with
Limited-Edition Packaging
This spring and summer, Hamm’s is really going
to focus on pulling in the 21- to 34-year-old
drinkers who already love the economy segment.
And Hamm’s found the perfect
opportunity to propel the brand
forward. All of Hamm’s most
popular social media content
centered on its storied, vintage
design. So, for a limited time,
they’re bringing it back big time on
primary and secondary packaging.
The look even inspired new POS,
which will interrupt shoppers and welcome them to “The
Land of Sky Blue Water.” Availability: April

Narragansett Limited-Edition
Jaws Wrap Lager 12-pack Cans
For the first time, Narragansett received
permission to use the Jaws movie poster
illustration on their packaging! The
movie-themed 12-pack cans will release
in early summer for a limited time with
the same UPC as Narragansett traditional
Lager 12-pack cans. Availability: May

Narragansett Del’s Rhode Island
Hard Tea 12 oz. 12-pack Cans
Currently available in 16 oz. cans, Del’s Rhode Island
Hard Tea will soon be available in 12 oz.
12-pack cans! This lightly carbonated Hard
Tea combines natural tea flavor with a
hint of lemon for the ultimate refreshingly
different addition to your cooler. The
new eye-catching 12-packs work
wonderfully for case displays. ABV: 5%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in May

Woodchuck Celebrating
30 Years Variety Pack
In celebration of Woodchuck’s 30th
year, they will be rotating past fan
favorite ciders into their Woodchuck
2/12 can Variety Pack, at three
different times throughout the year.
The first “favorite” to be included in the
mix is Dark & Dry 802, a semi-sweet
cider full of strong apple notes, which will join Amber,
Mimosa and Bubbly Pearsecco. *Note: The UPC for
this package is the same as the current 12-pack variety.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

NewPACKAGES
White Claw Variety Pack
Flavor Collection No. 3
White Claw Variety Packs Are
the #1 and #2 hard seltzer
SKUs, growing +152% in dollar
sales and because new flavors
draw incrementality, White Claw
is introducing their newest
variety pack – White Claw Hard
Seltzer Variety Pack Flavor Collection No. 3. This mix
includes three exciting new hard seltzer flavors and a
fan favorite: Blackberry, Strawberry, Pineapple and
Mango. Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

White Claw Watermelon
4/6 and 2/12-Packs
White Claw Watermelon will
be available year‑round in 4/6
and 2/12-packs this spring!
A popular flavor in the variety
packs, Watermelon has the 3rd
highest social media mentions
behind Mango & Black Cherry.
This sweet and refreshing flavor is complemented by the
pure refreshment of White Claw Hard Seltzer. Delight
in the delicate taste of fresh watermelon. ABV: 5%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in April

Mike’s Hard Lemonade
12 oz. Slim Cans
Beginning this spring, Mike’s
12-pk cans are being converted
from classic 12 oz. to 12 oz. slim
cans. These sleek can packages
are sure to attract new, high-end
consumers to the Mike’s franchise.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in April

Cayman Jack Variety Pack
The new Cayman Jack 2/12-pack
can variety includes: Margarita,
Moscow Mule, Cuban Mojito and
Paloma. Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in May

Bravazzi Hard Italian Soda
Coastal Collection
Ciao! Nowhere’s more fabulously
beautiful than the Italian coast.
Nothing’s more deliciously Italian
than Bravazzi’s Coastal Collection.
Known for its fresh flavors and even
fresher produce, this collection is
inspired by the sun-ripened fruit flavors of coastal Italy.
The new Bravazzi Coastal Collection 2/12 can variety pack
contains Bravazzi’s best-selling Blood Orange flavor, as
well as two new flavors: Mango with Lime and Peach
with Lemon. Inspired by gourmet Italian sodas and
bursting with sun-ripened citrus flavor, Bravazzi dazzles
with its naturally sweet, fizzy essence and fragrant aroma.
Using only simple, clean, fresh ingredients for a bright,
bubbly finish that’s truly delizioso! Every can opened
supports a small, independent, female-owned business.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

New Flavor in the Truly
Lemonade Hard Seltzer Mix Pack
A brand-new flavor, Watermelon
Lemonade, will be replacing
Black Cherry in the Truly
Lemonade Variety Pack. A
refreshing mix of hard seltzer and
lemonade with sweet and juicy
watermelon flavor, Watermelon
Lemonade will join Original
Lemonade, Mango Lemonade and Strawberry
Lemonade in the variety pack. Availability: Now!

Angry Orchard Kickin’ It Mix

Mike’s Harder
Pineapple Mandarin
This new flavor of Mike’s higher-alcohol
line blends pineapple and mandarin.
ABV: 8% Package: 23.5 oz. cans only
Availability: Now!

As the Official Hard Cider of The Concacaf Gold Cup,
Angry Orchard is bringing all of the flavor to any soccer
(or otherwise) celebrations this
season with the new limited-edition
variety pack, available in cans
and bottles. Featuring fan-favorite
Crisp Apple, hazy and less sweet
Unfiltered and two new fruit ciders,
Peach Mango and Strawberry,
the Kickin’ It Mix has got a flavor for
everyone. Availability: Now!
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their
specialty beers and Burke does all they can to get as
much product as possible. In addition, this publication
is compiled months prior to the decision made by the
brewery to allocate their products to the wholesaler.
Variations in production for some of these limited
release offerings will fluctuate, resulting in lower
quantities than anticipated.
If you are interested in something you see in this
publication and it is out of stock when you place your
order, please contact your Burke Sales Representative to
discuss a similar option.
Burke also sends out an email blast weekly to inform
customers of seasonal offerings that are widely available
to you, immediately.
If you are interested in receiving the weekly email blast,
please send your email address to socialmedia@burkedist.com.

Samuel Adams Summer Ale
Golden, hazy and thirst-quenching, this
American citrus wheat ale is synonymous
with summer. Sam Adams’ blend of
orange, lime and lemon peel creates a
refreshing citrus aroma, while grains of
paradise accent the crisp wheat character
with a subtle spice that finishes clean.
Iconic as it is refreshing, Summer Ale is
just right for any summer day. ABV: 5.3%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 and 16 oz. cans and
draught (also in the Samuel Adams Summer Variety
Packs) Availability: Now!

Samuel Adams
Porch Rocker
Sweet, tangy, and refreshing, this
Bavarian Radler was inspired by German
cyclists who mixed beer with lemonade
to quench their thirst on a hot summer
day. Sam Adams’ take on this style starts
with a golden Helles lager and adds a
unique blend of lemons to capture that fresh-squeezed
lemon taste. Its crisp, light body and clean finish
make it a refreshing beer all season long. ABV: 4.5%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 and 16 oz. cans and
draught (also in the Samuel Adams Summer Variety
Packs) Availability: Now!
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Dogfish Head Mango Smoovie
Inspired by the fruit-based
Indian drink, lassi, Mango
Smoovie is a tart ale
brewed with boatloads of
real mango and tangerine,
as well as lactose, vanilla, yellow
cardamom and a touch of rose
water. The resulting fruit-forward
libation is chock-full of sweet mango
and vanilla flavors on the front,
and a subtle, warm spice finish.
Part of Dogfish Head’s OffCentered Art Series, Mango
Smoovie features colorful
artwork by Ryan Besch,
the brewery’s collaborating
artist for 2021. ABV: 6.5%
Package: 12 oz. bottles
only Availability: April

NEW!

Samuel Adams Variety Packs will see an outer
packaging and name change in May to cue summer
holidays, transitioning from Sips of Summer to Beers
of Summer with the same SKU, UPC and beers.

Samuel Adams Beers of Summer
Variety Packs
This 2/12 mix pack, featuring
limited-edition Americana red,
white and blue packaging, will
generate excitement during
key summer celebrations from
Memorial Day to Fourth of
July. The Beers of Summer
Variety includes: Samuel
Adams Summer Ale, Porch
Rocker, Lawn Chair Lager
and Beach Session IPA.
Packages: This variety pack is
available in cans and bottles.
Availability: May

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Harpoon Camp Wannamango
Camp is back in session! With
a splash of Simcoe and Sultana
hops and a refreshing touch of
mango puree, this crisp pale ale
pairs with all that summer has to
offer. ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now!

Harpoon Summer Vacation
Mix Pack
With a cooler of fresh beer, some
friends and sun, any afternoon
can feel like a vacation. This year’s
Summer Vacation variety pack
features: Harpoon IPA, new Big
League, Camp Wannamango and
DragonWeisse. Availability: Now!

UFO Maine Blueberry
The refreshing sweetness of real
NEW UFO
Maine blueberries pairs perfectly
GRAPHICS!
with the crisp notes of an American
hefeweizen in this fruited wheat beer.
Refreshed packaging for 2021 of this ubercrushable offering is inspired by the lighthouses
and seascapes of coastal Maine. ABV: 4.8%
Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Now!

UFO Georgia Peach
This easy-drinking,
flavorful and hazy peach
wheat beer from UFO Beer
Company will abduct your
thirst. New packaging
for 2021 highlights the
inspiration of Georgia’s
state fruit in this anytime easy
sipper. ABV: 4% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now!

UFO Splashdown
Summer Mix Pack
Make a splash with this summer
seasonal mix from UFO! A mix of
year‑round and limited seasonal
offerings makes this 2/12 can
variety an ideal companion for
summertime adventure. Included
in the mix are: UFO White, Light Force, Maine
Blueberry and Georgia Peach. Availability: Now!

Leinenkugel’s Summer Shandy
Summer Shandy is Leinenkugel’s
traditional weiss beer with
refreshing natural lemonade
flavor that makes it the perfect
summer beer. ABV: 4.2%
Packages: 12 oz. cans, 16 oz.
cans, 24 oz. cans, 12 oz. bottles
and draught Availability: Now!

Leinenkugel’s
Session Helles
This traditional light-bodied German
lager is crisp and dry with a maltforward finish that gives the beer
just a hint of sweetness. But the real
twist comes in this beer’s ABV and
calorie count. At just 3.4% ABV and
with 99 calories per 12-ounce can,
Session Helles is a lighter alternative to
traditional German lagers, so consumers can feel good
about having more than one. It’s sure to be a winner
with lager lovers everywhere this season. ABV: 3.4%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: Now!

Boulevard Tiki Slam
This bright, tangy beer delivers
an exhilarating punch of juicy
tiki vibes. From Boulevard’s Sour
Series, this tart island ale combines
guava, pineapple and orange to create an
island escape, a harmony of fruit flavors
with a thirst quenching tartness to quell
even the fieriest tropical volcano. ABV: 4.2%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: May

NEW!

Two Roads Road Jam
Brewed with a melange of real red
and black raspberries, then accented
with a kiss of fresh lemongrass, this
unique wheat ale has a stunning red
color and mouth-watering berry aroma.
ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: May
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Genesee Ruby Red Kolsch

Bantam Ever Wild

In 19th century Germany, a new
style of beer began to appear
around the ports of Cologne.
The drinkable golden ale was
named for its city – Kölsch – and
it was a refreshing answer to hot
summer days on the banks of
the Rhine River. Inspired by their
German brewing lineage, Genesee set out to brew a
refreshing Kölsch, with a 21st century update of ruby red
grapefruit flavors. The result is a crisp, bright golden ale
with a bready malt body and a mild hop bitterness that
complement the perfect addition of tart, mouthwatering
grapefruit flavors. Prost! ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: April

This Spanish Sidra style cider
combines wild fermented
New England apples with wild
fermented Spanish apples.
Ever Wild is dry, earthy, funky,
and tart, with no added sugar.
ABV: 6% Package: 16 oz.
cans only Availability: Now!

Mike’s Hard Pineapple
Strawberry Lemonade
Mike’s newest seasonal is the
perfect blend of lemon with sweet,
tangy pineapple and juicy, ripe
strawberry flavor. There’s an ideal
balance of tartness and sweetness
that makes Mike’s Hard Pineapple Strawberry
Lemonade extremely drinkable while the clean
finish makes every sip incredibly refreshing.
ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: May

NEW!

Smirnoff Red, White & Berry
Launch
Smirnoff Red, White & Berry is back for the warm
weather and the portfolio is bringing all the options
to celebrate the summer with Seltzer, Ice and
new SMASH!

Smirnoff Ice
Red, White & Berry
This flavored malt beverage has an amazingly
cooling taste of citrus, blue raspberry and cherry
flavors all combined for a blast of flavor. Enjoy
the burst of berry flavor with Smirnoff Ice Red,
White & Berry! ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz.
bottles, 12 and 24 oz. cans Availability: April

Smirnoff Seltzer
Red, White & Berry

Shiner Hill
Country Peach Wheat

With zero sugar, 90 calories, 1g carbs, 4.5%
ABV, no artificial sweeteners and clear liquid,
Smirnoff Hard Seltzer Red, White & Berry has
a deliciously refreshing cherry, citrus and blue
raspberry flavor. ABV: 4.5% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: April

When you take a traditional wheat
beer and add freshly picked
peaches from Jenschke Orchards
in Fredricksburg, TX you get a match
made in heaven. Peach Wheat is slightly
sweet and unfiltered with a golden haze.
ABV: 4.5% Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 oz.
cans Availability: May

NEW!

Willie’s Superbrew
Grapefruit & Lime

Smirnoff Ice SMASH
Red, White & Berry

NEW!

NEW!

Willie’s first warm-weather seasonal
release, Grapefruit & Lime, is as light and
fresh as the springtime. It’s a refreshing pop of
citrus to snap you out of a cold winter and carry
you through the summer. Made with all real
ingredients, this seasonal has no added sugar
and comes in at only 100 calories. ABV: 4.5%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: April
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New Smirnoff Ice SMASH
Red, White & Berry is a
harmonious blend of bright red
cherries, blue raspberry and a
refreshing citrus finish. ABV: 8%
Package: 23.5 oz. cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Narragansett Del’s
Mango-Passionfruit Shandy

Peak Organic
Summer Session

Del’s Mango-Passionfruit Shandy is a crisp,
tropical treat, available in 16 oz. 4-pack
cans as well as one of three flavors in the
Del’s Shandy Variety Pack. It combines
Narragansett’s famous lager with natural
mango and passionfruit flavors for a shandy
experience as refreshingly different
as a Rhode Island sunset.
ABV: 4.7% Package: 16 oz. cans
only Availability: April

A traditional summer wheat beer marries
a West Coast pale ale. Locally grown
wheat provides a complex mouthfeel
and Amarillo dry hopping gives a citrusy
aroma. ABV: 5% Package: 12 oz. cans
only Availability: April

NEW!

Narragansett Del’s
Shandy Variety Pack
Del’s Variety Pack is perfect
for those looking for something
refreshingly different. Included
in this 12-pack can variety are:
Del’s Lemon Shandy, a thirstquenching classic made with all-natural lemons,
Narragansett’s award-winning lager and just a touch
of sugar; Watermelon Shandy, a summer cookout
essential that combines natural watermelon flavor with
Narragansett Lager and just a hint of sweetness and
Mango-Passionfruit Shandy, a crisp, tropical treat that
combines Narragansett’s lager with natural mango and
passionfruit flavors. Availability: April

Carlson Orchards Shandy Stand
A cider shandy is refreshing,
thirst-quenching, and absolutely
hits the spot. It’s the perfect
combo of Carlson’s flagship
hard cider, blended with their
delectable gourmet lemonade.
Fresh apples, not-fromconcentrate lemon juice, a little TLC and behold:
Shandy Stand. ABV: 5% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: April

City Roots Summer Spritz
Bright, light, and bubbly with a
citrusy ginger kick – Summer
Spritz is here! Made from a
blend of bubbly Brut Cider and
a splash of sparkling water,
Summer Spritz is subtly tart and
extra refreshing from the addition
of ginger and lemongrass. As
always, it’s 100% all-natural and
has just 2g of sugar per serving. Get outside and drink
some cider! ABV: 4.3% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: April

Peak Orgnaic
Sweet Tarts Raspberry
Sweet Tart Raspberry marries tangy,
tasty goodness with a touch of sour
from local, organic raspberries that is
entirely refreshing. With a rose’-like
effervescence and a perfect combo
of tart and sweet, this beer delivers a
mosaic of ﬂavor in a perfectly light body.
ABV: 4.6% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Now!

Peak Organic
Sweet Tarts Blueberry
Sweet Tart Blueberry is a crisp, fruity, and
lightly sour wheat ale. The blueberries
in Sweet Tart Blueberry are grown at
Elderflower Farm in Lincolnville, Maine.
ABV: 4.6% Package: 4/6 12 oz. cans
only Availability: May

Far From the Tree Lei
This sweet and spicy summer cider
is made with Massachusetts apples,
real pineapples and fresh jalapenos. A
perfect pairing with summertime BBQs!
ABV: 8% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: June

Far From the Tree Rita
Inspired by the Margaita cocktail, Rita is
Far From the Tree’s local cider enhanced
with a hint of lime, a touch of agave syrup
and a dash of both orange peel and salt.
ABV: 6.5% Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: May
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SeasonalSELECTIONS

Programs

Sea Dog Mixed Pack
This brand new fruit beer mix pack
features three of Sea Dog’s most
popular fruit beers: Blue Paw,
Sunfish, and Raspberry. All three
beers are light and refreshing with
natural fruit flavors and perfect to
enjoy anytime. Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Now!

Wormtown Summer Ale
Summer, summer, summer ale.
Time to sit back and enjoy Summer
Ale. Here it is the scene slightly
transformed. Just a bit of a break from
the new norm. Just a refreshing ale
to break the monotony. Of all those
hardcore rules that has gotten to be.
A little bit Azacca hops that makes
the beer dance. A soothing smell and
a crisp look at first glance. Give my summer a little mix.
And if it ain’t broke then don’t try to fix it. Summer,
summer, summer ale. ABV: 4.8% Packages: 16 oz.
cans, 12 oz. cans, & draught Availability: Now!

Wormtown Mass Whole
Mass Whole is an American lager brewed with
a whole lot of Massachusetts ingredients.
The hops are from Four Star Farms in
Northfield, MA and the barley and heirloom
corn come from Valley Malt in Hadley, MA.
Wormtown is proud to produce a beer that
celebrates their agricultural heritage and honors our
home state wholeheartedly. Cheers to Massachusetts.
Local ingredients – Local beer! ABV: 4% Package: 2/12
12 oz. cans only Availability: May

Long Trail Sampler Craft Pack
Long Trail’s latest variety pack
features three each of VT IPA,
Long Trail Ale, Blackberry
Wheat, and Little Anomaly
IPA, Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Now!

Long Trail Survival Pack
This summer variety package
features three each of Long
Trail Ale, Summer Ale, Little
Anomaly IPA, and Juic’d Hazy
IPA. Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: April
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Harpoon Virtual 5-Miler
Harpoon wants consumers to join them for their 20th
annual 5-Miler! Being held virtually on Sunday, May
23rd, the Harpoon 5-Miler is an annual charity road
race to benefit The Angel Fund. Since its inception, the
race has raised a total of $2.2 million for ALS research
thanks to the dedication and passion of some amazing
beer-loving runners! Although not in person this year,
the brewery anticipates another successful virtual event
with new, exciting features for everyone involved. For
more information, head to Harpoonbrewery.com.

Harpoon IPA
Pan Mass Challenge

Programs

Coors Light is
Ready to Kick Off
“How We Chill”
With the success of last summer’s
sunglasses packaging and promotion,
Coors Light is ready to kick off the
Chill with Summer 2.0. The new
aviator sunglasses design evolves
the laid-back look, and the new
scannable functionality on the Coors
Light cans makes winning even
easier. That means even better
recruitment, continued engagement
and more brand love! The program,
dubbed “How We Chill,” invites
shoppers to maximize their chill time
with interactive sunglasses packaging
that they can scan to unlock an
AR experience, take a selfie with
the cans over their eyes and win
covetable prizes. Across every class
of trade, the new promotional POS
will pull in shoppers and show off
what they can instantly win. No
matter how they Chill, when they’ve
got a Coors Light, they’ll be Chilling
their way… the best way.

Discover Lighter
Days and
Brighter Nights
with Blue Moon
Blue Moon is bringing you Lighter
Days and Brighter Nights this
summer. When shoppers scan
their Belgian White or LightSky,
they’ll unlock an extraordinarily
immersive AR experience and
get the chance to win $5 Venmo
cash. Summer-forward displays
at retail with deck chairs and
solo stoves will inspire shoppers
to keep Blue Moon on hand from
morning to evening and tell them
how they can win.

Vizzy Makes Being
Vizzible Possible
LGBTQ drinkers should feel seen
and heard, not just during Pride,
but year‑round – and that’s where
Vizzy comes in. Vizzy is here to
help everyone be Vizzible through
a three-year partnership with the
Human Rights Campaign (including
a $1 million dollar donation). This
messaging, along with branded merch
such as cute hand fans and enamel
pronoun pins, will inspire purchase
and continue to solidify Vizzy’s brand
affinity, identifying them as true
partners to the LGBTQ community.

Miller Lite LGBTQ Program
Gets an Upgrade
Miller Lite’s Pride program is back this year
with a renewed commitment to the LGBTQ
community. They’ve given their branded merch
and tools a refresh and updated them to
include a modern, more inclusive Pride flag with
black and brown stripes. Through consistent,
inclusive efforts, Miller Lite is showing the
LGBTQ community they’re here as an ally.

Take a Summer Stonecation with
Keystone Light
This summer, Keystone Light is helping fans take the “stonecation” of
their dreams with the chance to win a $10,000 cash prize. Sweepstakes
messaging will appear through engaging POS, digital ads and retail displays
to drive frequency all summer long. The sweeps prize is sure to recruit new
drinkers and drive repeat engagement during the summer. Who can say no
to $10,000 for the perfect vacation, courtesy of their favorite beer?
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MOVO for Mom
Mom deserves more than just a little me time – and now, there’s
a drink for that. Give her Mother’s Day a little sparkle with MOVO
wine spritzers, made with wine, sparkling water, real fruit juice and
natural flavors at only 100 calories! Plus, moms will get a chance
to win a MOVO-branded mini fridge so that MOVO o’clock is any
time she desires. Talk about incentivization!

Paulaner USA to Import Tsingtao
Paulaner USA, the exclusive U.S.
importer of the legendary portfolio of
premium German beers, welcomes
leading Asian import, Tsingtao to
its portfolio. Under this agreement,
Paulaner will be the exclusive U.S.
importer of the largest selling Chinese
beer in the U.S. Effective April 2,
2021, the Tsingtao portfolio will be
available in all 50 states.

Build a Better
Biergarten with
Paulaner
From mid-March through mid-May,
Paulaner, the official beer of the
biergarten, is hosting an online trivia
game where all questions are related
to biergartens. Consumers can follow
@PaulanerUSA on Instagram, look
for biergarten trivia posts on Tuesdays
and comment with the answers. All
correct answers will be entered into
a random drawing each week. At
the end of the sweepstakes, a grand
prize winner will be chosen out of
the weekly winners and awarded with
official Paulaner biergarten prizes!

“We believe that we can offer the
brands the support and strategies
necessary to expand their business
beyond its traditional Asian restaurant
base,” said Steve Hauser, President
and CEO of Paulaner USA.
Paulaner and Hacker-Pschorr brands
were among the fastest growing
German beers in the U.S. in 2020
according to IRI. The company’s focus
on the grocery, mass merchandising
and convenience channels resulted in
these gains.
“For many years Paulaner USA
sourced a significant portion
of its business from the
on-premise, particularly
in German restaurants.
Over the past five
years we recognized

that if we were to grow our business
substantially, we needed to expand
our off-premise presence, while
maintaining our core restaurant base.
The strategies and tactics that drove
our German brand growth apply
perfectly to the opportunity to grow the
Tsingtao business,” concluded Hauser.
Franklin Ma, Chairman of Tsingtao
Brewery International, said, “We
respect the Paulaner brands for
the quality of their beers and their
business performance, which gives
us confidence in their representation
of our brands in the U.S. In many
ways this is a logical place for us to
be given that among the founding
members of our Tsingtao brewery
in 1903 were German masters.”
Tsingtao beer is regarded as a fusion
of west and east, bringing together
a unique formula of bold Chinese
craftsmanship, refined German
technology and the most extraordinary
selection of ingredients.

Dogfish Head Analog Beer for the
Digital Age
This on and off-premise music-centric retail campaign will drive displays
and features for 60 Minute IPA, Slightly Mighty, Hazy-O! and the Box
That Goes BOOOM! variety pack. Key components of the program include
thematic point-of-sale items, coupons and price promotions, a text-to-win
contest and localized advertising.
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Cayman Jack
Home Bar Makeover
This April through August, Cayman
Jack is giving away a home bar
makeover. Shoppers can enter to
win the perfect in-home speakeasy
or Cayman Jack-branded glasses by
scanning a QR code on POS. Over
500 prizes available to win!

Make Waves with YETI and White Claw
This April through August, shoppers can enter to win a grand prize White
Claw beach pack, via QR code scan, that includes a White Claw-branded
YETI cooler and custom paddleboard for the perfect outdoor experience.
Other prizes include White Claw/YETI items like a hard sided cooler &
slim can coasters. Over 3,000 prizes are available to win!

White Claw
Kentucky Derby
This April and May, White Claw is
giving away two tickets to the 2022
Kentucky Derby via a text-to-win
promotion! The Kentucky Derby
aligns with White Claw’s premium
positioning and national appeal.

Mike’s Lemonade
Seltzer Teams Up
with Spotify
From April through June, consumers
can win a premium Spotify
membership and access to a curated
playlist by Mike’s and Spotify.
Consumers will scan a QR code,
located on themed POS, for a playlist
featuring mike’s “Fresh Picks” artists.
The playlist populates based on user
preferences and auto updates weekly.
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Narragansett
Refreshingly Different
Giveaway
Gansett’s Del’s RI Hard Tea is in full
flight, including their new 12-packs,
and this summer they are offering
consumers a chance to win awesome
prizes as part of their “Refreshingly
Different” giveaway. Consumers can
enter to win on Narragansett’s social
media channels or by scanning a QR
code on themed-POS and uploading
a picture with their RI Hard Tea. Prizes
include: Buddy Scooters, Coleman
inflatable hot tubs and Yeti gear.
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Celebrate Summer
with the Fruits of
Shiner’s Labor
This summer Shiner wants consumers
to enjoy the “Fruits of Our Labor”:
Shiner Ruby Redbird, Peach Wheat
and Sea Salt & Lime. These
summertime favorites are sure to
provide ample fruit flavor: Ruby
Redbird, a 95-calorie, all-natural
grapefruit and ginger lager with 3.1g
carbs and 0 sugar; Peach Wheat,
a seasonal wheat ale brewed with
locally sourced Texas peaches and
Sea Salt & Lime, an easy-drinking
lager brewed with all-natural, locally
sourced lime juice and peels with just
a dash of sea salt – a former summer
seasonal back by popular demand.
You work hard, why not reward
yourself with the fruits of their labor.

Win a Trip for Dad From Moosehead
The Moosehead Top Pop trip giveaway returns for the third year in 2021!
Consumers can once again make Father’s Day a Moosehead event by
sending in a photo and/or story about their dad for a chance to win a $4,000
travel voucher for a fishing adventure of a lifetime and other fishing gear.
Stories should be sent to info@usbev.net for the chance to enter from June
1st through June 30th. This program has been an overwhelming success
for the brand and this year, Moosehead will feature improved consumer
communication via a social media campaign that will launch two weeks prior
to the start of the program. Visit unitedstatesbeverage.com for complete
sweepstakes rules.

Win the Ultimate Backyard Kitchen from Moosehead
Consumers are spending more time at home these days and that means they’re
all trying to upgrade their backyard oasis. This summer, Moosehead is giving
consumers the opportunity to win the ultimate backyard kitchen that features all
the ingredients for a one-of-a-kind entertainment experience! Consumers can
visit Moosehead brand displays for a text-to-win opportunity: their chance to win
this exciting outdoor kitchen complete with a grill, sink and insulated cooler – a
$4200 value! The program reinforces Moosehead’s love of the outdoors and
provides consumers with everything they need for at home entertaining!
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Victoria Extends Its Partnership with WWE & Rey Mysterio
Victoria kicked off this year’s partnership
with the WWE, which runs through
August, and is now the official beer
of SummerSlam! This exciting new
sponsorship hits on a key passion
point of the unacculturated Hispanic
consumer. WWE Smackdown is the
#4 ranked television program among
Hispanics, watched by 1.4 million
Hispanics each week. SummerSlam

features WWE Superstar and Hall
of Famer, Rey Mysterio, as the
Victoria ambassador. As the greatest
cruiserweight in pro wrestling history and
one of the most successful wrestlers
of Mexican origin in WWE history, Rey
Mysterio is the perfect partner for
Victoria, a rich Mexican beer with a
proud heritage and a long tradition
of bringing people together. Given

both are tied to Mexican roots, this
authentic partnership is a perfect fit for
all. This partnership will be supported
via a robust media plan that includes
Victoria-sponsored TV segments to air
during SummerSlam with 14.5 million
planned impressions and a digital and
social media plan across WWE’s social
and YouTube channels with 8.4 million
planned impressions.

Modelo Salud To Summer
This summer, Modelo introduces its most
celebratory program to date by inviting consumers
to “Salud to Summer,” inspiring them to
reconnect with friends and family. Leaning into
music, food, art and culture, Modelo will amplify
this program with a national consumer sweeps
for unique prizes including a BumpBoxx wireless
speaker and digital/social activations to celebrate
local communities, reminding consumers to
celebrate summer the Modelo way. Additionally,
Modelo will have high-profile placements
throughout the summer across all forms of English
language and Spanish language media.
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Programs

Corona Celebrates
the Flavors of
Summer
#ProtectOurBeaches
with Corona
Pacifico Preserves
This summer, Pacifico continues its
partnership with the Conservation
Alliance to protect outdoor adventure!
In 2020, Pacifico helped fund 50+
outdoor organizations and will continue
that momentum in 2021. Consumers
will have the chance to hit the road in
style or win a curated travel gear pack.
With each entry, Pacifico will donate
to the Conservation Alliance – up to
$100,000. Look out for limited-edition
promotional packaging, digital and
social support and national TV spots.

In partnership with Oceanic Global,
this summer, Corona is building on
its mission to protect our beaches
while turning the tide on plastic
pollution. Consumers can scan a QR
code to enter for a chance to win an
eco-friendly beach giveaway to the 1
Hotel South Beach in Miami or win
a collection of beach friendly gear.
Corona will maintain heavy levels of TV
and media support across key summer
holiday weekends and high-profile
sporting events such as the NBA
playoffs and Gold Cup. Limited-edition
summer packaging will also return,
driving awareness to the cause.

For the first time ever, Corona will
be bringing a summer retail program
to life for the Alternative Beverage
Alcohol (ABA) portfolio. Flavors
of Summer features Corona Hard
Seltzer, Corona Refresca and the allnew Corona Hard Seltzer Limonada!
Corona is partnering with a leading
digital travel partner to embark on a
summer of vibrant experiences and
getaways. Consumers will have a
chance to win a sun-soaked escape
and unique gear to complement their
summer adventures. Each brand has
a robust media campaign that runs
all summer long, including custom
digital programming as Corona Hard
Seltzer establishes equity within the
e-sports community.

Modelo Gold Cup
Modelo is proud to return as the Official Beer of the Gold Cup for
2021. The Gold Cup tournament continues to grow in popularity
across both US and Mexico fanbases, providing a unique opportunity
to reach both core Hispanic and growing general market consumers.
This renewed partnership will focus on high brand visibility
opportunities and increased integration of the Fighting Spirit platform.
The 2021 Gold Cup will feature 16 teams participating in games
from July 10th to August 1st. Media support will run during this
time frame featuring all new Spanish language TV advertising
leveraging real CONCACAF footage and new digital/social assets
with national media support from Modelo’s social handles. Also
new for 2021 is the “Fighting Spirit Comebacks” content series
that will highlight the greatest comebacks in Gold Cup history and
the “Fighting Spirit Award” given to a player who best exhibits the
Fighting Spirit during each matchup. Modelo will also receive in
stadium branding including TV visible assets to drive TV broadcast
impressions and onsite fan engagement.
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